Carlisle Lodge is situated about 50 minutes’ drive east from
Adelaide on an 80 acre rural property opening into the
Dawesley Valley abundant in bird and native wildlife. The
property offers farm stay accommodation in a self-service
B&B.
 Stunning country views from lounge
 Well equipped kitchen and BBQ
 R/C Air-conditioner
 Flat screen TV-DVD player with large selection of DVDs
 Generous supply of provisions for cooked and continental
breakfast
 Easy access to Adelaide Hills, Monarto
 Parking for floats and shedding for horses, alpacas
available on request

Provisions for a self cooked breakfast are supplied, including
bacon and eggs, tomatoes and mushrooms. A frying pan and
other cooking equipment are stored in the kitchen.
If you prefer a continental breakfast, the pantry has been
stocked with fresh bread and a selection of cereals, jams and
spreads.

A wide variety of teas and coffee s are provided. Drinking
water can be obtained from the filter tap at the sink , but two
bottles of spring water are also supplied.
You may access the deck overlooking the Dawesley Creek,
for dining, or to enjoy your complimentary wine while
relaxing.

Carlisle Lodge has Alpacas, Horses, and Cattle grazing on the
property. You are most welcome to walk around and photo graph any of the animals. “Things you need to know”
The horses at the property are agisted. The owners prefer
that they are not touched or feed. Please do not enter their
paddocks.
The Belted Gallaways (Cattle) are very friendly. They can be
frisky, so speak to Sue or Bernard if you would like feed
them.
The Alpacas are also very friendly . If you walk quietly into
their paddocks some will approach you to be patted. You are
welcome to join Sue and Bernard at feeding time.

In warmer months there are Red Belly Black and Brown
Snakes that wander around. Snakes will only bite if they feel
threatened by you. Use caution in or around long grass or
when walking in or near the creek. Make sure that you wear
long pants and closed in shoes, if walking in the paddocks.
For the safety of the stock, all the fences are electrified.
Please do not touch any fence wire. The electric fence unit is
safe but if you come in contact with it you will receive a
“boot” strong enough to make you jump back.
Most areas around the property are natural ground and can
be slippery. Be careful on the gravel roads and raceways.

Guests are welcome to use the gym which is located next to
the B&B. Please let Sue or Bernard know if you would like
access.
TV reception can be intermittent depending on weather
conditions, so a selection of DVDs is stored in the TV
cabinet. Other movies are available on request.
A selection of popular games can also be found in the TV
cabinet.
The deck at the eastern end of the house is available from
8am to 6pm for relaxing or dining.

Although Carlisle Lodge is kept relatively clear of major fire
hazards, it is located in a rural area and we must be wary of
fire prevention and bushfire awareness.
A designated smoking area is located at the table by the
round yard. Smoking is not allowed anywhere else on the
property or inside the buildings.
Should there be a bush fire alert, our policy is to leave early
so please take directions from Sue or Bernard.

